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38b6a7b98 not long ago, sony made the
announcement of the playstation 5. even
though it is being the worst kept
announcement, playstation fans are right
there, always asking for that new console.
according to media reports, the final version of
the new playstation might have a camera built-
in, called playstation eye. they will be able to
watch 3d content (not sure if they will be able
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the next generation of the popular game
minecraft is going to be the largest minecraft
community in the world, and the world will
able to play with their favorite minecraft
community as a server. yes, you heard me
right. the communities will be able to create
their own server for anyone who is a part of
the server. this is amazing, and it will able to
make a personalized server for anyone who is
part of the server, so we can play with their
favorite communities of minecraft. this is
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exciting, isn't it? i am saying that if the server
will be able to load in the game and manage a
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